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As partners with Nottinghamshire County Cricket Club we are happy to
announce that we have a pair of FREE cricket tickets available to EVERY
member!
Tickets are for a One Day match between Notts Outlaws and Leics Foxes
at Trent Bridge on Friday 26th April. Tickets are normally priced at £18pp
To register please do so online here - http://bit.ly/FreeTicketsNottsCCC
You must register online by the 5th April to receive a free pair of tickets

COURSE UPDATE
16th Bunker
This week we have been reshaping the 16th green side bunker and the right hand side of the green. We
should have the work done in a couple of weeks as the weather is forecast to be dry.
Why?
The bunker base was at an angle, so after rain the sand would wash down to the right hand side, and the
left side clay face would be exposed making the bunker shot difficult. The grass bank was steep and didn’t
follow the contours of the surrounding ground.
We have moved the bunker back a couple of metres, which has allowed us to shape a smoother bank and
this will make mowing easier. The sand level has been raised and the base of the bunker is level which will
make it easier to maintain and keep a more consistent depth of sand.
Two grass bunkers have been shaped into the area past the bunkers around the green, which will help slow
down shots which may be heading into the hedge.
We are hoping to get most of the turf around the bunker re-laid for the weekend, and next week the bunker
needs to be drained into the old drain. The two grass bunkers need draining into the ditch and a layer of top
soil before we can turf.
Cheers
Russell Allen
(Head Green Keeper)
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For 2019 the Captains’ Charity is Maggie’s Nottingham.
“Maggie’s Nottingham provides practical, emotional and social
support to people with cancer, their family and friends. In the grounds
of Nottingham City Hospital, Maggie’s is a warm and welcoming
place where anyone affected by cancer can come for friendly and
professional support on a drop-in basis, completely free of charge.”
Maggie’s can be found at the City Hospital Campus, Gate 3, Hucknall
Road, Nottingham NG5 1PH.

MEMBERSHIP FEES
We have finished producing the membership subscription
bills for all members and these are ready to be sent out
and/or collected from the office.
If you visit the Club in office hours before next Wednesday
please pop in and ask for your bill.
Alongside your bill you will find an instruction letter
highlighting preferred payment methods as well as a letter
concerning the new GDPR regulations. Please read both
pieces of information and please follow the instructions
carefully.
We have set a payment deadline of the 31st of March. Failure
to pay by this date will result in an automatic termination of
your membership. You have 6 weeks to ask any questions
regarding your bill and make any necessary amendments.
Once again, this year we will be offering the facility to pay for
your membership by direct debit via Golf Credit. The Golf
Credit agreement will enable playing members to pay for
their membership subscriptions over 10 months (starting in
April) with a fixed flat rate of 5% interest. Again, this must be
set up before the end of March. Additional details will follow.
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